TITLE: Pittsburgh Social & Religious Ecology
TERM: Spring 2020-2021

PROFESSOR: R. Drew Smith
CREDIT HOURS: 3

REGISTRATION: LIMITED TO: 12 UNLIMITED: 
# AUDITORS: NO AUDITORS X

COURSE DESCRIPTION: (Online, synchronous format)
The Pittsburgh Metropolitan region has embodied in important ways America’s early settler adventures, difficult race relations, industrial revolution, labor strife, urban decline and redevelopment, and an evolving religious culture. Utilizing historical, sociological, and theological readings as well as lectures from key, local experts and informants, the course explores Pittsburgh’s metropolitan ethos and the role of churches in the formation and maintenance of metro-Pittsburgh’s social and religious culture. Observational and analytical tools acquired in this course will readily transfer to interpretation and analysis of local social and religious contexts beyond the metro-Pittsburgh context.

CLASS OBJECTIVES:
• Systematic examinations of metro-Pittsburgh’s socio-historical and religious formation;
• Theological and social analysis of select historical and contemporary events and social problems;
• A review of strategies for effective ministerial and social responses to these social problems;
• Reflection on the role of ministers as social analysts and activists and on boundaries between prophetic and priestly obligations;
• Delineations and critiques of contemporary activist ministry frameworks and of the definitions of community and of Christian calling that underlie these frameworks;
• The relationship between social criticism and practical social engagement; and
• Direct (i.e., in-person) and indirect (i.e., literary) exposures to contemporary embodiments of socially-engaged ministry.

PREREQUISITES: None

REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS/READING:

ASSIGNMENTS & GRADING:
Four 5-page discussion papers; class attendance and participation.

ATTENDANCE: Required.